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Abstract 
VojtaS, P., Cardinalities of noncentered systems of subsets of w, Discrete Mathematics 108 
(1992) 125-129. 
We introduce a couple of new cardinal characteristics of o* which are equal to the minimal size 
of a system of infinite subsets of w satisfying some properties which were till now considered as 
a quality of ultrafilters, p-points and rapid filters respectively. From this systems we do not 
require centeredness and hence they always exist. We give some estimations and equivalent 
reformulations and state problems concerning these new cardinal characteristics. 
In the context of summation methods it turned out to be useful to consider 
some new cardinal characteristics of w* (see [7,11,12]). In the present paper we 
study these cardinal characteristics in their own right. 
Our notation is the standard one used in set-theoretic topology (see e.g. [4]): w 
denotes the set of natural numbers. w* = /IO - o denotes the remainder of the 
tech-Stone compactification of the natural numbers equipped with the discrete 
topology (and we keep in mind the Stone duality), [Xl0 is the system of all 
countably infinite subsets of X, P is the system of all bounded sequences of real 
numbers, A G* B holds if A - B is finite, xY denotes the set of all mappings 
from X into Y. 
We say that a family Y c [w] o is splitting (see e.g. [4]) if for every X E [o]” 
there is an S E Y such that IS II XI = IX - $1 = X0. 
We say that a family 9 E [w] w is refining if for every X E [w]O there is an 
R~%suchthateitherR~*XorR~*o-X. 
We say that a family V E C” is chaotic in T if for every X E [o]~ there is a 
c E Ce such that lim{c(n): n E X} does not exist. 
We say that a family LG~ E [o]O is attractive for +? if for every c E T there is an 
X E d such that lim{c(n): n E X} does exist. We denote the corresponding 
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cardinal characteristics by 
55 = min{ 191: Y is a splitting family}, 
r = min{l%!l: 3 is a refining family}, 
+S3, = min{ I %I: % c T is a chaotic family}, 
r. = min{ l&l : Se is an attractive family for Y}. 
The notation of r (r refers to refining) and d (s refers to splitting) is mnemonic. 
The notation of r0 and G0 is mnemonic too, see Theorem B (r, refers to 
u-refining and d, refers to u-splitting). 
Recall that 
n = min{ 1931: 93 is a neighborhood base of a point in w * } ; 
i 
min{ (921: 93 is a neighborhood base of a p-point in o *) 
u, = if there are p-points, 
2” otherwise, 
II c P( (0, 1)) is the ideal of Lebesgue measure zero sets; D6 c ?P( (0, 1)) is the 
ideal of meagre sets; Cov(lLflK)=min{lS?~:~~~flK and lJZZ= (0, 1)); 
Non([Lt3K)=min{lX(:X~(O, 1) andX$O_nK}. 
Theorem A. (i) Every ultrafilter base is rejining and r c II. 
(ii) Every p-point base is attractive for L” and r0 s II,. 
(iii) 6m G 5 and r G ro. 
(iv) r 2 Cov([L n W) and G =s Non@ n W). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are easy. 
(iii) If Y is a splitting family then the system of characteristic functions 
{xS: S E 9’) is a chaotic family, which gives 5, G G. Moreover, if S& is an 
attractive family for .? then it is also attractive for “2, i.e., for every f E “2 there 
is an X E ~4 such that lim{f (n): n E X} exists; but this is possible if and only if 
either Xc*f-‘(0) or Xs*f-‘(1) holds true, i.e., & is a refining family. 
(iv) We first follow the proof of Brzuchowski [2]. Assume 93 is a refining 
family and for R E % put 
X(R)= {f E “2: Rs*f-‘(0) or Rc*f-‘(1)). 
Clearly X(R) E L n 06 and lJ {X(R): R E %!} = “2, which gives r 3 Cov(U_ n W). 
To prove the second assertion, let 9 c “2 be arbitrary with 1.91 < G. Then 
{f-‘(0):f E S} is not a splitting family and there is an R E [o]~ such that 
(Vf E 9)(R E* f-‘(O) or R elf-l(l)), 
i.e., 9rX(R), i.e., SEILI~K. 0 
In the proof of (iii) of Theorem A it was implicitly shown that splitting families 
correspond to chaotic families in “2 and refining families correspond to attractive 
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families for “2. The question is whether also ra and s0 can be reformulated using 
only properties of subsets of natural numbers. 
We say that a family s G [[o]~]~ is a-splitting if for every X E [w]” there is an 
YE$$andSEYsuchthat ISflXI=IX-SI=X,,. 
We say that a family 5% s [co]” is a-refining if for every Y E [[o]“]” there is an 
R~%suchthatforeveryS~9’eitherR~*SorRc*w-S. 
Theorem B. (i) 6 = min{)%e): % c “2 is a chaoticfamily}, 
(ii) r = min{ 1321: ti is an attractive family for w2}, 
(iii) 5, = min{ ISI: s is a a-splitting family}, 
(iv) r0 = min{(%]: 3 is a a-refining family}, 
(v) 6 = Go. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious. 
(iii) and (iv). For a E r and q E Q (Q being the set of all rational numbers) 
put L(a, 4) = { n: u(n) <q}. Observe that if X E [o]” is such that for all q E Q we 
have Xs*L(u, q) or Xc* o - ,%(a, q) then lim{u(n): it EX} exists. Now if 
%’ c_ a is a chaotic family then for every a E % put Y(u) = {L(u, q): q E Q}. Then 
& = {Y(u) l-l [o]“: a E %} is a a-splitting family. This gives 3 in (iii). Moreover 
if $3 is a u-refining family then %! is an attractive family for em. This gives G in 
(iv). 
To prove the remaining inequalities we need the following construction. Take 
an Y = {S(n): n E w} E [o]~ and for n E w, s E “2 put 
R(s) = S(0)s(“) n S(I)s(r) n . . . n s(n - l)s@--l), 
where X0 = X and X’ = w - X, and define cY : IN + (0, 1) as follows: 
c,y(n) = 2 2. s(i)/3’ s c ‘+l2, n e B(s). 
iew 
Observe that if X E [o]” is such that lim{c9(n): n E X} exists then X refines Y’, 
i.e., for every n E w either x~*S(n) or Xc* o -S(n). Clearly if S is a 
o-splitting family then { cy . YE S} is a chaotic family in P and if A is an 
attractive family for r then ~8 is also a u-refining family. 
(v) Using (iii) of this theorem and (iii) of Theorem A it is enough to observe 
that if S G [[w] ] o w is a a-splitting family then U S E [o]” is a splitting family and 
ISI = IUS q 
Problems. Is it true (in ZFC) that r = r,? 
Is it consistent with ZFC that r < u? 
Is it consistent with ZFC that r,, < u,? 
To motivate the next definition, recall that we obtained r and r, by omitting 
the requirement of centeredness using properties of ultrafilters and p-points. 
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There is yet another notion studied only in the ‘centered version’, the notion of a 
rapid filter (see [9]). 
Write co’ = {a: a is a mapping from o to <O, +a) & lim a(n) = O}. Recall that 
b = min{) 931: B E mm is unbounded under <* in “o} 
and 
b = min{ I9dJ: 9 E wo is dominating under <* in Oo}, 
see also [4]. 
Theorem C. b = min{ l&l: & G [w] o and for every a E cc there is un X E .d with 
c ?lEX u(n) < + 031. 
b = min{ IVI: %’ E cJ and (VX E [w]“)(S E %)(C,,, u(n) = + 00)). 
Proof. Assume f E oo and define u(f) E co’ as follows: 
(log(k + l))/(k + 1) 
u(f)(i) = ( 1 
if i E (f (k - l), f(k)) for k > 0, 
ifiE(O,f(O)). 
Assume X E [w]” is such that CieX u(f)(i) < +a. Then e(X) *S f (where 
e(X)(n)=min{i: [(O, i) flXl=n}). T o p rove this assume on the contrary that 
the set A = {n: e(X)(n) <f(n)} is infinite and that k E A. Then 
,,z<, u(f)(e(X)(i)) 2 (k + l)log(k + l)l(k + 1) = log(k + l)+ +m. 
From this we obtain the . . . c b and . - - > b part of the theorem. The proof of 
this part of the theorem owes much to a result of Coplakova-Hartova, which was 
a part of a preliminary version of [3] but did not appear in the final one. 
For the remaining inequalities observe that if for a E cc we define 
f(u)(k) =min(i: (Vjai)(u(i)<$)} and f(u)<*g 
then Ciso a(g(i)) < +Q* q 
Problem. Is it consistent with ZFC that b < u,? (Where 
i 
min{ [93[: 92 is a base of a rapid filter on u} 
u, = if there are rapid filters, 
2” otherwise. 
Miller [lo] showed that in Laver’s model for Borels conjecture [6] there are no 
rapid filters, but in this model b = 2” = w2, so this is not the model we are 
looking for. 
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Assume (X, r) is a topological space and define 
i 
min{l&l: d E r& (Vf E C(X))(3A E d)(f IA is constant)} 
r(X) = if there are such &, 
+m otherwise, 
G(X) = min{l%‘l: %’ E C(X) & (VA E r)(3f E %)(f rA is not constant)}. 
Clearly r. = r(o*) and $, = g(o*). We know that for all spaces with the 
Gb-property r(X) is defined and r(X) =S JGW(X). Are there any other 
estimations? 
Recall [l] that lj = min{ 191: (VF E 9)(F is a nowhere dense subset of o*) & 
(lJ 9 is dense in o*)}. 
Notice that 5, = 6 is a sharpening of lj s ~3~ which is implicitly proved in 
Lemma 2 of [8] and that the very construction of [8] works under a slightly 
weaker assumption, namely the following holds: If 6 = b = 2” then there is a 
(0, 1}-sequentially regular Frechet space which is sequentially complete but fails 
to be (0, 1}-sequentially complete. This is still only a partial answer to a question 
from [5] and it is still open and interesting whether such a construction can be 
exhibited naively, i.e., in ZFC. 
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